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MISSOULA, DEC. (00) -- When that matchstick blind goes blooie, you can 
use the parts to fire up the incinerator or, if you're like Walter Hook of 
Montana State University, you can create a new art form with the pieces and 
have enough short ends left over to light candles for the next six years.
The problem of a collapsing blind was forcibly brought home on Hook's 
cranium recently, and while carving his way out of the bamboo curtain without 
benefit of machete, he suddenly decided to try turning the material into works 
of art. The result, which Hook achieved with the aid of a carton of rubber 
bands, is a series of mobiles that now grace the MSU art department which he 
heads.
Held together in airy balance. Hock's mobiles look a lot like frozen 
fireworks, It was inevitable that the MSU art staff and students found names 
for them. One collection that looks like an erupting geyser has been given 
the formidable title of "Ramiform Concept." A floating mobile that resembles 
a pattern made by a dancer with a light has been named "Isogenous Involutes."
A series of intersecting triangles with curved planes bears the title 
"Hyperbolic Hiatuses.”
And the Hook creation that looks for all the world like a rocket exploding 
in mid-air came up with what must be considered as a generic title for the raw 
material itself, "Bamboozled Bundles."
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